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Abstract: Visual Localization is gathering more and more attention in computer vision due to the spread of wearable
cameras (e.g. smart glasses) and to the increase of general interest in autonomous vehicles and robots. Unfor-
tunately, current localization algorithms rely on large amounts of labeled training data collected in the specific
target environment in which the system needs to work. Data collection and labeling in this context is difficult
and time-consuming. Moreover, the process has to be repeated when the system is adapted to a new environ-
ment. In this work, we consider a scenario in which the target environment has been scanned to obtain a 3D
model of the scene suitable to generate large quantities of synthetic data automatically paired with localiza-
tion labels. We hence investigate the use of Unsupervised Domain Adaptation techniques exploiting labeled
synthetic data and unlabeled real data to train localization algorithms. To carry out the study, we introduce a
new dataset composed of synthetic and real images labeled with their 6-DOF poses collected in four different
indoor rooms which is available at https://iplab.dmi.unict.it/EGO-CH-LOC-UDA. A new method based on
self-supervision and attention modules is hence proposed and tested on the proposed dataset. Results show
that our method improves over baselines and state-of-the-art algorithms tackling similar domain adaptation
tasks.

1 INTRODUCTION

The topic of visual localization is central in Computer
Vision due to the increasing use of smartphones and
smart glasses, as well as due to its applicability in
contexts such as autonomous vehicles and robotics.
Being able to locate the position of a device in an en-
vironment is an important and often necessary ability
to solve other complex tasks such as understanding
which future actions are possible, determining how to
reach specific places, or providing assistance to the
user (Häne et al., 2017; Gupta et al., 2017; Ragusa
et al., 2020b). While visual localization can be per-
formed both in indoor and outdoor environments, it is
particularly relevant in indoor scenarios where GPS
systems can not be used and infrastructures such as
WI-FI or bluetooth receivers are not always feasible
to install (e.g., museums, archaeological sites). Vi-
sual localization can be performed at different levels
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of granularity, depending on the application. For ex-
ample, a navigation system may require the precise
location of the user within a building, whereas a wear-
able contextual assistant may need to recognize only
in which room a certain action of the user is taking
place (Ortis et al., 2017).

In this work, we focus on accurate indoor visual
localization through the estimation of the 6 Degrees
of Freedom (6-DOF) pose of the camera carried by
the user. Popular approaches to tackle this task re-
quire the collection and labeling of large datasets of
images in the target environment (Kendall et al., 2015;
Melekhov et al., 2017b). While images can be eas-
ily collected with a moving camera, labeling is per-
formed by attaching a 6-DOF pose to each frame us-
ing structure from motion techniques (Schönberger
and Frahm, 2016; Schönberger et al., 2016b), which
often requires the manual intervention of experts. As
a result, creating datasets for training visual localiza-
tion algorithms is time-consuming and expensive.

In this work, we investigate the use of Unsuper-
vised Domain Adaptation approaches (Tzeng et al.,
2017; Hoffman et al., 2018) to exploit labeled syn-
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Figure 1: A scheme of the considered domain adaptation pipeline. We use weareable cameras to collect unlabeled real
images ad a scanner to obtain a 3D model of the environment. The 3D model is used to generate synthetic images which
are automatically labeled with their 6-DOF camera poses. This data is used to train a visual localization approach through
unsupervised domain adaptation techniques. At test time, the localization algorithm is required to work on real images. Note
that this pipeline does not require any manual annotation.

thetic data and unlabeled real data for the training
of localization algorithms. Specifically, we consider
a scenario in which a 3D model of the environment
has been acquired using a scanner such as Matter-
port 3D1. The 3D model can be used to simulate an
agent navigating the environment and automatically
obtain synthetic labeled images as proposed in (Or-
lando et al., 2020). We also assume that real im-
ages of the same environment have been acquired but
not labeled. Since labeling is the most expensive
step, acquiring this data is significantly less expen-
sive. We hence investigate the use of unsupervised
domain adaptation techniques that take the labeled
synthetic data and the unlabeled real data as input
to learn how to perform localization in real test data.
Figure 1 shows a scheme of the considered pipeline.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. we investigate the novel task of unsupervised do-

main adaptation for 6DOF camera pose estima-
tion for visual localization in indoor scenarios;

2. we propose a first dataset to study the consid-
ered problem. The dataset has been acquired in
4 different rooms of a cultural heritage site and
contains synthetic and real data which has been
labeled with 6-DOF camera poses for algorithm
evaluation and comparison. We publicly release
the dataset to encourage research in this domain;

3. we propose a new approach based on self-
supervision and attention modules that outper-
forms baselines and state-of-the-art approaches.

1https://matterport.com/

2 RELATED WORK

Visual Localization. Visual localization approaches
based on monocular RGB images can be grouped in
two major classes: methods based on classification
and methods based on camera pose estimation. In
turn, camera pose estimation can be obtained through
image retrieval, direct regression or exploiting 2D-3D
matchings. Classification based localization is ob-
tained through the discretization of the space in cells
and training of a classifier to assign the correct cell
to a given image. Some classification-based meth-
ods use Bag of Words representations (Ishihara et al.,
2017; Cao and Snavely, 2013), whereas others are
based on CNNs (Weyand et al., 2016). These ap-
proaches are not designed to estimate the accurate
position and orientation of the camera. The authors
of (Furnari et al., 2016) recognize user-specified per-
sonal locations from first person videos by consider-
ing visual localization as an “open-set” classification
problem where locations of interest for the user have
to be recognized, while the ones not defined by the
user have to be rejected. Other works (Starner et al.,
1998) threat localization as a “closed-set” classifica-
tion problem in which only known rooms are consid-
ered.

Approaches based on image retrieval (Sattler
et al., 2016; Torii et al., 2015; Weyand et al., 2016)
approximate the location of a test image assigning it
the pose of the most similar one in the training set.

Approaches to localization through regression
from monocular images are based on absolute pose



regression or relative pose prediction. In the first
class of approaches, a CNN is trained to predict cam-
era poses directly from input images. Popular ap-
proaches based on direct camera pose regression first
extract features using a backbone CNN, then embed
features in a high-dimensional space. The learned
embedding space is hence used to regress the camera
pose (Kendall et al., 2015; Melekhov et al., 2017a;
Radwan et al., 2018). The second line of approaches
are based on relative camera pose regression. These
methods have the advantage that a relative pose re-
gression network can be trained to generalize on mul-
tiple scenes. Such approaches try to predict the pose
of a test image relative to one or more training im-
ages (Balntas et al., 2018; Saha et al., 2018).

Approaches based on 2D-3D matchings are cur-
rently the state of the art for localization. These
methods rely on establishing matchings between 2D
pixels positions in the image and 3D scene coordi-
nates. Matchings are established by using a descriptor
matching algorithm or by regressing 3D coordinates
from image patches (Brachmann and Rother, 2018;
Taira et al., 2018). Despite their accuracy these meth-
ods currently do not scale well to city-scale environ-
ments, especially when they have to be executed in
real time.

In this work, we focus on approaches based on di-
rect camera pose estimation and show how they can
be extended with unsupervised domain adaptation ap-
proaches.
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation. Despite huge
amounts of unlabeled data are generated and made
available in many domains, the cost of data label-
ing is still high. To avoid this pitfall, several alter-
native solutions have been proposed in order to ex-
ploit huge amounts of unlabeled data for training. We
focus on Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (Ganin
and Lempitsky, 2015; Gong et al., 2012) which lever-
ages labeled data available in a source domain to im-
prove performance in an unlabeled target domain. In
general, we assume that the label set defined on the
target domain is identical to the one defined on the
source domain, whereas source and target domains
are assumed to be related but not identical. When
the distributions of the source and the target domains
do not match, performance can be poor at testing
time. This difference in distribution is called domain-
shift (Saenko et al., 2010). A main cause of domain
shift is the change in data acquisition conditions, e.g.
background, position, use of images of different kind,
e.g. photographs vs clip-art. There are several algo-
rithms for Domain Adaptation, both based on hand-
crafted features and based on deep learning. In the last
years, architectures designed to tackle domain adap-

tation are increasing for different tasks such as clas-
sification(Tzeng et al., 2017; Hoffman et al., 2018),
semantic segmentation (Di Mauro et al., 2020; Hoff-
man et al., 2018; Ragusa et al., 2020a), and object
detection (Pasqualino et al., 2020). A first class of
methods is based on the minimization of discrepancy
measures, such as the Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) defined between corresponding activations
from two streams of a Siamese architecture (Long
et al., 2017; Rozantsev et al., 2018). Some approaches
use adversarial losses to learn domain-invariant rep-
resentations. We distinguish between adversarial dis-
criminative models which encourage domain confu-
sion through an adversarial objective with respect to
a domain discriminator (Ganin et al., 2016; Tzeng
et al., 2017), and adversarial generative models which
combine the discriminative model with a generative
component based on GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014;
Hoffman et al., 2018) . Other methods are based on
data reconstruction through an encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture. These approaches jointly learn source la-
bel predictions and unsupervised target data recon-
struction alternating between unsupervised and super-
vised training (Zeiler et al., 2010; Di Mauro et al.,
2020; Ghifary et al., 2016).

In this work, we reduce the discrepancy between
the source and target domains, aligning their features
via self-supervised tasks.
Generation of Synthetic Data. Recent advances in
computer graphics and game engines allow to gen-
erate photo-realistic virtual worlds with realistic and
physically consistent events and actions. This has in-
creased the use of virtual worlds for synthetic data
generation in conjunction with domain adaptation
models. Most popular virtual worlds have been espe-
cially designed for autonomous driving applications
such as SYNTHIA (Ros et al., 2016) or for robot
agents training such as HABITAT (Savva et al., 2019).
In most cases, the synthetic data is used alongside the
real data during the training of the models. Domain
Adaptation techniques may further assist in adapting
the trained model with virtual (source) data to real
(target) data, especially when labeled real data (Ros
et al., 2016) are not available, or scarce. In (Orlando
et al., 2020) a tool has been developed to collect syn-
thetic visual data for localization purpose and to auto-
matically tag data. The tool simulates a virtual agent
navigating the 3D model and automatically captures
images along with the associated camera poses and
semantic masks showing the location of the artworks.
In this work we use the aforementioned tool to pro-
duce the synthetic part of our dataset.



Figure 2: Scans of the considered rooms of the cultural site.

Table 1: Dataset Splits.

Real Simulated
Train Test Val Train Test Val

Room 1 561 373 252 8221 4078 4154
Room 2 562 305 233 6299 3280 3081
Room 3 405 253 321 10493 3204 3493
Room 4 128 88 65 2049 1096 989
Total 1656 1019 871 27062 11658 11718

3 DATASET

The dataset was acquired in the Bellomo Palace Re-
gional Gallery, which is a museum sited in Syracuse,
Italy. We recorded 10 videos of subjects visiting the
museum with a GoPro Hero 4 wearable camera and
Matterport 3D to obtain a 3D scan of the environ-
ment. We collected data in 4 rooms of the building
(Figure 2). The considered rooms offer a good repre-
sentation of what can be found in a museum because
they contain statues, paintings and items behind dis-
play cases. We used the tool proposed in (Orlando
et al., 2020) to simulate a virtual agent navigating
the 4 rooms from the 3D model of the environment.
Specifically, we produced 4 different videos of simu-
lated navigations. Due to the simulated nature of the
navigations, the generated images were automatically
associated to their 6-DOF camera pose.

To label real images collected through the Go-
Pro Hero 4 camera, we reconstructed each room us-
ing COLMAP (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016). The
reconstructed models have then been aligned to the
related Matterport 3D models using a reference set
of localized images obtained through Matterport 3D.
The alignment has been performed using the Man-
hattan world alignment functionality of COLMAP.
Through this procedure each real and synthetic image

has been annotated with 6-DOF camera pose includ-
ing 3 spatial coordinates and 4 values to represent the
rotation as a quaternion. Figure 3 shows some exam-
ples of the acquired data. Real and simulated images
have been split into train, test and validation sets as
shown in Table 1. These splits have been defined as
follows: for synthetic data, all frames extracted from
first navigation video have been used for test, whereas
frames from the second and third videos have been
used for train and frames from the fourth video have
been used for validation; for the real data, all frames
extracted from the first to sixth video are in the train
split, frames from the seventh and eighth videos have
been used for test split and frames from the nineth and
tenth videos have been used for validation split.

4 METHOD

The proposed method learns to perform image-based
localization following an unsupervised domain adap-
tation approach, i.e, only labeled synthetic images
and unlabeled real images are used at training time,
whereas real labeled images are used for evaluation
only. Figure 4 shows a schema of the proposed model
which includes a ResNet backbone for feature extrac-
tion, a regression branch with an attention module
and a self-supervised branch. The regression branch
is designed to predict the 6-DOF camera pose di-
rectly from the input image as in PoseNet (Kendall
et al., 2015), whereas the self-supervised branch en-
courages the learned features to be consistent across
domains. The regression branch is composed of an
attention module and a regression head. The dual at-
tention module follows the design proposed in (Fu
et al., 2019) and is composed of: a Position Atten-
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Figure 3: Three examples of real (left) and synthetic (right) images from each room.

tion Module (PAM) and a Channel Attention Mod-
ule (CAM). PAM selectively aggregates features at
each position through a weighted sum of features at
all positions. In this way, similar features will be
related to each other regardless of their spatial dis-
tances. As explained in (Fu et al., 2019), given a lo-
cal feature map A ∈ RC×H×W , the PAM module uses
convolution layers to generate three new feature maps
B,C,D ∈ RC×H×W . The values of a spatial attention
map S ∈ RN×N , where N = H×W , are computed as:

s ji =
exp(Bi ·C j)

∑
N
i=1 exp(Bi ·C j)

(1)

where i and j index the spatial locations of B and C.
The final values of the output E ∈ RC×H×W are com-
puted as:

E j = α

N

∑
i=1

(s jiDi)+A j (2)

where α is a scaling parameter initialized as 0 and
optimized at training time. The CAM module selec-
tively emphasizes interdependent channel maps by in-
tegrating associated features among all channel maps.
The values of the attention map X ∈ RC×C are di-
rectly computed from the original feature maps A ∈
RC×H×W as follows:

x ji =
exp(Ai ·A j)

∑
C
i=1 exp(Ai ·A j)

(3)

where x ji measures the ith channel’s impact on the jth

channel. The values of the final output F ∈ RC×H×W

are computed as follows:

Fj = β

C

∑
i=1

(x jiAi)+A j (4)

where β is initialized to 0 and optimized at training
time. The outputs of the two modules are finally
summed.
To learn features which are consistent across do-
mains, the self-supervised branch introduces an aux-
iliary task which can be performed on both domains

simultaneously without the need for supervised la-
bels. We considered 2 different tasks: the classifi-
cation of affine transformation applied to the image
and the detection of the presence of an overlap be-
tween a pair of images. For the affine transforma-
tion task, we pre-computed 36 affine transformations.
Each affine transformation is defined by a combina-
tion of angle, translation and shear. The classes are
a subset of classes generated varying the rotation an-
gle between 0◦ and 90◦, the translation parameter be-
tween −10 pixels and 10 pixels at a step of 5 pixels,
and the shear between −10 pixels and 10 pixels at
a step of 5 pixels. In our tests, a higher number of
classes does not seem to affect results. At training
time, we apply a random transformation to the input
image. The self supervised module is hence trained
to recognize which affine transformation was applied.
This self-supervised task encourages the backbone to
extract features which allow to recognize geometrical
variations.

The overlap detection task is performed with a
siamese network with a shared backbone, which clas-
sifies a pair of images as overlapping or not overlap-
ping. The task encourages to learn features which al-
low to understand if there is a common part between
two different images. Overlapping image pairs are
identified at batch level. In this case, a batch has to
be composed by an even number of images. A pair
is labeled as overlapping if it is detected at least one
match using the OpenCV Flann based matcher.

We train the model with the MSE loss to regress
position and orientation, while the cross-entropy loss
is used to train the self-supervised classification task
and detection overlap (yes/no binary classification).
At each training iteration, the backbone weights are
updated first on the self-supervised task, then on the
localization task.
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Figure 4: The proposed approach composed of a ResNet backbone, a regression branch with a dual attention module and a
self supervised head to perform unsupervised domain adaptation. Backbone weights are shared. For the self-supervised task
which detects overlap, batch size has to be even.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
AND RESULTS

We compare our method with the following baselines:
1. a SIFT-based image retrieval approach, “Vote

And Verify” implemented in the COLMAP soft-
ware (Schönberger et al., 2016a);

2. the PoseNet approach to localization (Kendall
et al., 2015);

3. two naive domain adaptation methods based on
CylcleGAN (Zhu et al., 2017): transforming real
images to look like synthetic ones and using
PoseNet trained over synthetic images. We also
considered transforming synthetic images to look
like real, train a new model, and test over real im-
ages;

4. ADDA, a domain adaptation method which fo-
cuses on features adaptation (Tzeng et al., 2017);

5. CyCada, a domain adaptation method which fo-
cuses on adaptation on both features and input
data (Hoffman et al., 2018).

All the networks have been trained for 500 epochs on
images of each room. The best performing epoch on
the test set has been chosen as a form of early stop-
ping. The method is implemented using PyTorch and
tested on a system with two NVIDIA GeForce Titan
X Pascal GPUs with 12GB GDDR5X RAM. We per-
formed experiments training and testing on the same
domain, as well as training on simulated images and
testing on real images. We trained each model inde-
pendently on each room and averaged the results ob-
tained across rooms.

Table 2 reports the results obtained training and test-
ing methods on real data. In the table, we show aver-
age position error, average quaternion error and av-
erage Euler angle errors. We can see that best re-
sults are obtained using the classic image retrieval
technique methods. Our method shows better results
than PoseNet. We think that the use of the attention
head and self-supervised task improves the embed-
ding space. The classic image retrieval “Vote And
Verify” is still better performing than our method,
probably because the big vocabulary used (1 million
visual words) results in a better way to index im-
ages. Table 3 reports the results obtained training
and testing approaches on the simulated domain. Fi-
nally, Table 4 reports results of the domain adapta-
tion methods. Specifically we compare our method
to style transfer at test time, where real images are
transformed to “synthetic”, style transfer at train time,
where PoseNet is trained with synthetic data styled as
real, ADDA (Tzeng et al., 2017) and CyCada (Hoff-
man et al., 2018). These latter two approaches achieve
even worse results than model when has not been
adapted. Both these approaches fail to solve the prob-
lem in this formulation. Our method reduces the po-
sition error by 44.08% in the best test in comparison
to PoseNet, using the overlap detection task and has
similar results on orientation, and reduces the error by
5.97% in comparison to style transfer at training time,
it is worth to note that our method is faster at training
time, it takes one third of time to train our method in-
stead of training CycleGAN, translate the images and
finally training PoseNet.



Table 2: Real vs. Real on first room, average results over
four models trained and tested on each room.

Position Err. Quaternion Err. α Err. β Err. γ Err.
PoseNet (beta 100) 1.43m 28.54° 32.23° 9.48° 10.12°
Vote-and-Verify 0.82m 22.78° 27.98° 7.83° 8.23°
Our w/affine 1.26m 27.73° 27.53° 8.90° 9.53°
Our w/overlap 1.28m 27.40° 28.75° 9.12° 9.05°

Table 3: Simulated vs. Simulated average results over four
models trained and tested on each room.

Position Err. Quaternion Err. α Err. β Err. γ Err.
PoseNet (beta 100) 1.28m 28.72° 62.11° 19.80° 54.24°
Vote-and-Verify 0.54m 14.50° 50.66° 10.43° 43.72°
Our w/affine 0.89m 43.71° 69.87° 29.59° 66.33°
Our w/overlap 0.82m 43.97° 72.96° 29.28° 69.32°

Table 4: Real vs. Simulated average results over four mod-
els trained and tested on each room.

Position Err. Quaternion Err. α Err. β Err. γ Err.
PoseNet (beta 100) 3.38m 114.70° 108.38° 45.77° 83.24°
Vote-and-Verify 3.39m 100.58° 112.72° 41.62° 61.94°
CycleGan + PoseNet (Test) 2.68m 113.42° 88.82° 41.44° 98.84°
CycleGan + PoseNet (Train) 2.01m 101.22° 99.72° 39.64° 84.61°
ADDA 4.54m 131.07° 80.84° 44.29° 113.73°
CyCada 4.15m 116.56° 109.06° 49.01° 32.72°
Our w/affine 1.96m 111.55° 77.31° 32.72° 109.27°
Our w/overlap 1.89m 109.06° 96.30° 36.81° 94.73°

6 CONCLUSION

In this work we have proposed the new problem
of unsupervised domain adaptation for 6-DOF local-
ization. We collected a new dataset in a cultural
site which is available at https://iplab.dmi.unict.it/
EGO-CH-LOC-UDA/. We have introduced a method
to exploit synthetic data to learn to regress pose in
indoor environments. Results show that the prob-
lem is still open. In particular, the results of abso-
lute pose estimation are still underperforming com-
pared to classical image retrieval approaches and do-
main adaptation approaches are accordingly affected
by this. Relative pose estimation could be investi-
gated in the future as a way to reduce localization er-
ror as well as models for 2D-3D matching.
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